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This version is a combination of original Kontakt.nki instruments and the Kontakt 5.5 custom patches we've made. The.nki files include all the parameters, voicing, audio settings and
automation you'll need for your instruments. All Kontakt 5.5 custom patches are unlocked, so you can use them in Kontakt or any other DAW. This version of the library is also fully
compatible with all other major samplers and softsynths. If you have Native Instruments Kontakt 5.5 or later, you can load these.nki presets straight into your version of Kontakt - no need to
open any additional samples in other software! This version of the library is a combination of original Kontakt.nki instruments and the Kontakt 5.5 custom patches that we've made. The.nki
files include all the parameters, voicing, audio settings and automation you'll need for your instruments. All Kontakt 5.5 custom patches are unlocked, so you can use them in Kontakt or any
other DAW. This version of the library is also fully compatible with all other major samplers and softsynths. And for the MIDI side of things, all the maps are MIDI for KOMPLETE KONTROL S6,
KOMPLETE KONTROL S20 and KONTAKT inversions of S4 or KOMPLETE KONTROL S24. You need to have KOMPLETE KONTROL S4 or S24 to use this library so you can still use it with other
software like FL Studio or Cubase. But you don't need to have a KOMPLETE KONTROL to use this - you could use any of the S Series control surfaces too. These multi-layered wavetables can
be played and modulated to create any sound - so now you can modulate the tempo, apply effects to create delays or reverb tails, or simply switch the instruments on and off to create
original sounds. The KONTAKT library also lets you load any inbuilt instrument from within the KONTAKT Factory Library loaded onto your computer and you can lay out any sounds in the
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